Abstract-The ATLAS experiment at the LHC (CERN) comprises a large and geographically distributed community of about three thousand scientists from all over the world. A shift crew of about 10 people running the experiment 24/7 supervises the data taking. Information concerning the experiment operation and behavior has to be reported and shared with the whole community. To provide such functionality, a logbook facility, known as ELisA, has been developed to offer a userfriendly web interface to browse activity logs and an effective way for shifters and experts to report on system operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
he ATLAS collaboration is composed of about 3000 scientists from 38 countries who, together, run one of the largest high-energy physics experiments in the world. A shift crew of about 10 people running the experiment 24/7 supervises data taking.
An electronic logbook known as ELisA (Electronic Logbook for the information storage of ATLAS) is used to record and share messages about ATLAS development, installation, deployment and exploitation by system operators, experts and automated services. Its general purpose is to make it easy for people to insert and share information, in the form of short, time-stamped text messages ("entries"). The entries have HTML mark-up for presentation and optional file attachments (images, documents etc.).
The original implementation (called ATLOG, which implementation was based on ELOG tool [1]) showed limitations in scalability, performance and functionality (like the possibility to update an entry). Some limitations were due to the adopted web technologies; some others were due to the increasing number of users and the accumulation of stored information since the experiment start-up.
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ELisA [2] , the ATLOG replacement, is a modern web application that uses the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern and is implemented based on the Spring Web MVC framework [3] . ELisA facilitates an easy access to the logbook information through a Web interface, to browse entries, search, download files, and optionally add, update or reply on entries. ELisA privileges client-side processing for message visualization and uses AJAX to asynchronously retrieve data on client request. The new tool implements all features of the old electronic logbook with increased performance and better graphics. For portability reasons it uses the same messages storage database.
Recently, the ELisA facility has been extended with a programmatic interface to the logbook functionality to be used by tools and services of the data acquisition infrastructure framework. Clients of such API are a variety of software tools and services, such as the DAQ IGUI (integrated graphical user interface used during data taking session), detector calibration tools, but also user-developed web pages and scripts.
II. REST-BASED APPROACH
The chosen approach was to extend ELisA tool with a RESTful (Representational State Transfer) API [4] that offers an HTTP-based interface to access, modify and create activity logs. The advantage of the RESTful API is to clearly decouple the server side logic with the client implementation details. The RESTful server accepts HTTP requests to perform operations on a certain resource, such as a log message. Each request provides as response a representation of the resource state, structured in a well-defined data format such as XML or JSON, as shown in Fig. 1 . The clients are using standard HTTP verbs (GET, PUT, POST and DELETE) to indicate the desired operation. For example, a GET request on a message URL returns an XML representation of the message, while a POST request on the same URL, but with an XML payload creates a new message. 
III. MVC ARCHITECTURE
The Model-View-Controller is a design pattern that encapsulates application data together with its processing and isolates it from the manipulation and the presentation part [5] . The MVC approach introduces a well-defined structure in the ELisA REST architecture. The Spring framework provides the means and the technology to implement it. The result is a flexible and loosely coupled web application achieved by separating the business logic, presentation logic and manipulation logic. The key elements of this design are:
• Models that are responsible for encapsulating the application data; • Views that render the response to the user with the help of the model object; • Controllers (standard Spring beans) that are responsible for receiving the request from the user and for calling the appropriate services. Fig. 2 shows the flow of request processing in the ELisA REST architecture based on Spring MVC Framework. A request sent to the Spring MVC framework is received by the DispatcherServlet, who invokes the Controller associated with the request. The Controller, which handles the mapping between the client request and the model object, processes the request by calling the appropriate service methods and returns a Model object to the DispatcherServlet. The model objects, mapped to the logbook entries, are retrieved from the Oracle database via the Spring Data Access tools. The DispatcherServlet passes the model object to a dedicated view, which resolves and returns the result back to the user. Different views can be returned according to user preferences. As mentioned previously, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) is used as an alternative format for data interchange, in addition to XML format.
As mentioned previously, the model used by ELisA RESTful server is mapped to the logbook entries according to the structure of the Oracle database used to store them. It is composed of several classes, the most important ones are:
• InputMessage: represents the input information that a user needs to provide to create a new message; • Message: represents the information to be displayed for a logbook message. This class is an extension of the InputMessage class as the ELisAful server adds several properties programmatically, for example: message identifier, date, host name, user name, etc. The model classes are annotated with JSR-303 annotations [6] for data validation and with JAXB annotations [7] to define the marshaled XML structure.
The model objects returned by the Controller are handled by a Spring ContentNegotiatingViewResolver, which is the implementation of the ViewResolver class that resolves a view based on the request file name or Accept header. Thus, multiple formats (XML, JSON or HTML) are supported via HTTP Accept header specification or URL extension. If no XML or JSON format is requested as return type, the standard implementation InternalResourceViewResolver is used instead: the string returned by each Controller method is interpreted as the JSP page to be used to show the results in a web browser.
Exception handling is defined by a customized implementation of the Spring RestExceptionHandler class, returning the XML or JSON representation of the error code and some additional information.
The approach of using standard technologies and frameworks reduces the amount of in-house written code and thus facilitates software maintenance and evolution.
IV. RESTFUL API SPECIFICATIONS
The Table 1 presents an overview of the ELisA RESTful API specifications. The URIs are designed to point to the main logbook resource, logbook messages, identified by a numerical ID. Moreover, the API offers access to message's metadata (e.g. supported message types, TDAQ system affected), which can be used by the client as input for messages fields. is a query for the last ten logbook messages that have the subject "Summary" and the author matching "Alina Corso Radu" with search done for the last month.
An extensive usage of HTTP request headers (i.e. Accept and Content-Type) is done to parse user input and provide output in the expected MIME format (JSON and XML) . The Spring MVC framework has proven to be particularly effective in this scenario, with dedicated marshaller to handle the document transformation. The only observed limitation concerns the management of Multipart HTTP request (i.e. to create a message with attachments by one single HTTP POST), which required a manual unmarshalling of the message payload.
In order to use ELisA, a user needs to be authenticated first. This procedure is based on CERN Shibboleth Single-Sign-On for usage on the CERN General Public Network (GPN) and on plain LDAP server for usage inside the restricted experiment network (ATCN). User credentials are verified either using LDAP or SSO depending on whether the request comes from within the ATCN or the GPN. In the former case, the RESTful server connects to the LDAP server to authenticate the user. In the latter case, the credentials are embedded in the HTTP requests based on a SSO cookie and the authentication is done by the HTTP server and the RESTful server.
The ELisA RESTful server, hosted by the Apache Tomcat container, is deployed on two dedicated server machines, one used for production and the other one reserved for fail-over mechanism, both installed on the ATCN.
V. CLIENT LIBRARIES
As discussed earlier, the ELisA RESTful server offers a comprehensive and ubiquitous API. However, being purely based on HTTP, it conditions users to have an understanding of this protocol as well as the programming language in use. Furthermore, developers of client applications would end up writing similar code and changes in the RESTful API would propagate to all applications.
Already in the conceptual design of the project the issue raised in the previous sentence was identified as a potential drawback that could however, be easily solved. Indeed, the ELisA facility includes a set of libraries for the most common programming languages used in the ATLAS Trigger-DAQ software, namely, Java and Python (C++ will be added soon). These client libraries provide a similar API, thus the HTTPbased API and the access to the logbook database are transparently hidden underneath a semantically comprehensive interface that makes typical ELisA operation such as insertion, reply, update and retrieve user-friendly.
At the top of the client libraries API hierarchy lies the class Elisa, which provides methods corresponding to the above mentioned operations: getMessage(), searchMessages(), insertMessage(), updateMessage() and replyToMessage(). Other classes are available to encapsulate messages, a search criteria, etc.
For the user authentication within the ATCN, the client libraries use base64 encoding to embed the user credentials in the HTTP requests that are sent to ELisA RESTful server. In the case of user authentication within GPN, the client libraries embed the credentials in the HTTP requests based on a SSO cookie.
In addition, a set of command line utilities has been developed on top of the Python client library to provide a programmatic-free facility for users to perform the most common operations:
• elisa_get: retrieves messages based either on an ID or a search criteria; • elisa_insert: inserts a new message; • elisa_replyto: replies to an existing message;
• elisa_update: updates an existing message. VI. SUMMARY ATLAS experiment has used ELisA logbook facility since the beginning of data taking in 2012. The tool provides a Web interface that privileges client-side processing for faster and more effective user experience. The adoption of an MVCdriven architecture has allowed focusing code development on specific features of the logbook, while profiting from the reliability of well-established third-party technologies such as the Spring framework.
The recent implementation of the ELisA RESTful API provides access to the logbook features to clients and services beyond the provided web front-end. Client libraries that bind such interface to Python, Java (C++ to be added) have been developed as well to facilitate the user interaction with the API. In addition, a set of command line utilities has also been developed on top of the python library.
